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The Center on Global Transformation (CGT) Summer Fellowship was established to assist MIA
and BA/MIA students at the UC San Diego School of Global Policy and Strategy (GPS) in conducting high caliber
summer internships related to research on economic growth, equality and market change in the Pacific
region. CGT will help fund two to four GPS students each year for work broadly related to economic analysis
and policy research. Awards will range from partial to full support, which will be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis.
ABOUT CGT
Established in 2006, CGT and its Pacific Leadership Fellows Program are based at GPS at UC San
Diego. A core mission of CGT is to support research for the analysis of economic and public policy. Issue areas
such as poverty, public health and enterprise development remain major research focuses of the Center. Through
applied research and dialogue with government and business leaders, the Center is a resource for policymakers
and enhances our region’s capabilities in world affairs.
QUALIFICATIONS
Students must meet all the qualifications and requirements
of the existing GPS Summer Internship Funding program,
which is available to MIA and BA/MIA students.
Basic qualifications include:
• Submission of the internship funding application by
the deadline
• Completion of the Career Development Program
• Internship duration of eight weeks minimum

CANDIDATES MUST DEMONSTRATE
Relevance of internship to CGT’s projects and topics of
research
• Distinguished academic record
• Quality of internship (in terms of practical impact of the
work/research performed)
• Previous track record of interest in economic research/
analysis and policy implementation
• Excellent communication and interpersonal skills

Summer internship funding applications will completed online. Application link and further information can be found
at GPScareers. Unlike most other internship funding awards, this fellowship will also consider overseas private sector
internships.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF FELLOWS
CGT Summer Fellows will be highlighted on the website including a short biography, picture and brief summary of
the internship. Additionally, the following will be required:
• Mid-project update for the purpose of notifying donors and creating marketing materials
• Complete post-internship evaluation on GPScareers
• Participation in the fall Internship Extravaganza event
• Participation in a post-internship donor or center function (if applicable)
• Availability to conduct an admissions outreach presentation at a local university or institution, if called upon by the
admissions committee
For more information, please contact GPS Career Services at gps-careers@ucsd.edu
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